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In this issue of the Newsletter we review the recent Claims Convention held at
the Sofitel Wentworth in Sydney during August.

The 2015 Claims Convention (CC15) was
held in the Wentworth Ballroom of the
Sofitel Sydney Wentworth over two days
at the beginning of August. Jointly hosted
by ANZIIF and AICLA, the Convention
brings together Loss Adjusters, Headss
of Claims, Claims Managers etc. to listen,
en,
n,
comment and contribute to presentations
ns
and workshops by respected world-class
ss
industry professionals. Themed ‘Meeting
ng
the Challenge’, the AICLA/ANZIIF Claims
ms
Convention is designed to give claims
ims
ms
professionals, the insights and knowledge
they need to tackle the key issues facing
their sector both now and moving into the
future. This year’s event was attended by
almost 300 delegates and more than a dozen
suppliers from a broad cross-section of the
Insurance Industry. The delegates were
captivated by presentations on subjects
such as “Terrorism Claims for Commercial
Property Insurance”, “Fraud and Cyber Crime
from a Policing Perspective”, “Social Media,
the Law and the Role of Liability Insurance”
as well as many workshops on subjects
such as Insurance Fraud, Emerging Trends in
Professional Liability, Product Recall Claims
and many more. Delegates also attended
a Gala Dinner at Doltone House sponsored
by ADR, which was hosted by Tony Libke
(CEO - AICLA) and included presentations of
annual prizes for Loss Adjusting as well as
a very entertaining presentation by Vinh
Giang. Vinh performed several mind boggling
magic tricks whilst telling stories about his
journey so far, the lessons he has learnt and
how he applies them to his life now. ADR are
the Platinum Sponsors of the Annual Claims

Convention and proudly presented a double
fronted trade booth for the delegates to
visit and learn more about our services,
meet some of our friendly staff and take a
time out in our therapeutic massage chair.
Visitorss to
t the booth were encouraged
to place
plaace their business card in the
specially
speciaally designed De-cardifier
(constructed
using dehumidifier
(consttruc
parts)) to have an opportunity to win
a Red
Reed Balloon voucher. The lucky
winner,
winnne an Executive Adjuster
from
Adelaide, was randomly
fr
drawn
by Mr Collins (AICLA
d
Pres.)
at the end of the last
P
session
of the convention.
s
ADR
AD is very proud to be the
Platinum
sponsor and will
Pla
continue it’s support of this event in 2016.

August was another very
busy month for ADR, with a
heavy storm event in Sydney.
Though not as extensive as
the April Catastrophic storms,
we experienced a significant
increase in water damage
claims, pushing our staff to
respond to the call for help
across Sydney. Thank you to
ADR Operators, many of which
worked extra long hours to
get through the urgent claims.
Along
with
sponsoring
important industry events
such as CC15, ADR also actively
supports community charity
events on a regular basis.
This month, ADR sponsored
our Operations Director’s
entry in the annual Kidney
Kar Rally, which raises funds
to support children suffering
with kidney disease. Keep an
eye out for the full story in
next month’s newsletter.

“We’re glad to hear you
enjoyed using the
massage chair at CC15,
you’re always welcome to
come into our office and
use it when ever you like.”

CUSTOMER SERVICE

a: 4/8 Resolution Drive, Caringbah NSW 2229 • e: adr@ausdr.com.au • t: 1300 853 920 • f: 1300 854 920 • w: www.ausdr.com.au
Send your feedback or testimonials, etc. to us by email: adr@ausdr.com.au or join the conversation on our social media pages.
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